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Abstract: This article discusses some issues of civil liability, in particular, the concept and legal nature of guilt
and causation as a basis for civil liability. The phenomenon of guilt is known in civil science for a long time.
However, nowadays the main problem of guilt in civil law in general and particular in the contract law, were not
only solved, but also extremely aggravated. Dualism can be stated in civil science in the views on the guilt. The
problem of guilt of legal entities not being solved in a civil science remains actual in the modern civil law. Taking
into account the importance of liability of legal entities in science and practice, it is necessary to find out the
basis and conditions of the beginning of the civil liability of legal entities. Thus, finding solutions to theoretical
questions of guilt in civil law has direct impact on finding solutions to practical problems of law enforcement.
All the aforementioned factors predetermine urgency and necessity of this study.
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INTRODUCTION Generally, necessity of paying attention to the

Nowadays it is not secret that many rules of Civil and in the civil law theory. These points of view rely on two
Law liability, including the basics of Civil and Law liability main conceptions: the principle of damage and the
coincide with rules of criminal liability. The founders of principle of guilt. Followers of the first view recognize
the theory of law might make the main rules of Civil and only one case as the basis of civil and legal liability – the
Law liability based on the rules of criminal liability. If a cause of damage. They do not pay attention to its
citizen’s and legal person’s property and non-property subjective reason. When an offender is charged with
value (benefits) and rights are  damaged  by  illegal  acts responsibility they’ll need to identify only causal
(or inactivity) a person who commits it, will compensate relationships between the illegal act (or inactivity) and the
for the damage in full in accordance with article no.917 of damages. Followers of the second view consider a guilt as
Civil Code. The basis of bearing responsibility for the the basis of calling to compensate for damage, that is, it is
damages is the structure of the civil offence (tort) in civil not any damage, it means necessity of awarding the
law. This structure constitutes the illegal act (or inactivity) damages in the result of the offender’s guilt. [1] However
that has been formed in the theory, existence of the the fact that unites the followers of both views is the
damage, causal relationship between the illegal act (or illegal act and the causal relationship. 
inactivity) and the damage and the guilt of the one who In the judicial practice it’s needed to determine
caused the damage. It is difficult not to agree that this following circumstances in order to identify the offender’s
conception, formed and supported by outstanding guilt:
scientists of the civil law science, is “derived” from
criminal law concepts. Certainly, there are some cases The law contradictory case of actions (or inactivity);
when all four elements are needed while bearing Case of damage results;
responsibility, but the mentioned elements can not often Causal relationships between this action and its
be parallel in the practice. One of the purposes of this cause.
article is a modest one: it is to identify some of the
common problems that have arisen in determining the The last one denotes the essential part of the liability.
meaning of causal relationships while bearing If the illegal act and its cause (damage) belong to concrete
responsibility for the damages. circumstances,  even causal relationship is objective then

subjective state of a civil offender finds different solution
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the cause will be determined according to law-court action of the applicant costs in the same row with illegal
arguments. That is why the meaning of causal relationship action. The illegal action which became the reason of harm
is actual problem in the judicial literature. "covers" action of the applicant. Respectively, it is

During compensation for the damage to identify impossible to define degree of influence of actions of the
causal relationship plays important role in civil and legal applicant for the done harm.[5] However, because action
liability. The basis of incurring penalties is described by of the applicant influences emergence of harm, its (action)
the fact that damage caused by an illegal action of the importance is high. In such cases exact definition of extent
subject is linked to that mentioned action as its result, of influence of actions of the applicant is promoted by
even from a historical point of view. Compensation of the experience of the judge, his internal trust. 
the damage is based on comparison  of  action  and  the For example, Atyrau City Court considered the case
damage (result). In its turn this might be realized by against Limited Partnership “CTC” which has committed
determining causal relationship. The causal relationship an accident (car accident), in which Mr. ‘Zh’ suffered and
determines objective relation between the offence and the required to compensate for a damage. The case was
damage. Quoting O. Joffe ...already from the very initiated at the request of the injured party. The court
concept of causality, it’s clear that it includes both the sentenced the driver ‘B’ and determined B’s guilt,
emerged results and the reasons which caused them, as referring to the graph 20.3 traffic rules: the driver has
well as cause-and-effect relationships between them . [2] violated the distance between their vehicles and trucks,
Through identifying objective relation between two taken trailer. The distance between them is 15 meters,
phenomenon, causal relationship determine the instead of the 4-6m.
correctness of choosing the case of committed offence. In The court found no reasonable fact submitted by the
its turn, it means that compensation for damage is realized respondent driver B who insisted that moved at a speed
within these cases. Accordingly, only the damage which of 80km/h, so as to track the Atyrau-Dossor allowed to
is connected with offence and which is taken place within move by road 90 km/h according to the graph 3.10 traffic
this offence case will be paid. Here we can quote Ò. rules (outside uninhabited points passenger vehicles are
Tsereteli’s opinion about identifying  the  meaning of allowed to exceed the speed of 110 km/h, in other cases,
causal relation: The causal relationship, between action 90 km/h). Taking into account the above facts, the court
of the person and the emergence of socially dangerous determined the causal relationship between the offense
consequence exists when without this behavior the actions of the defendant and the car accident.
criminal consequence wouldn't take a place if thus at the However, in my opinion, the decision by the court is
time of act commission the person had real opportunity controversial because, according to the graph 10.1 traffic
the intervention to make impact on this course of events . rules the driver must not operate motor vehicles exceeding
[3] Certainly, it is difficult to comment this definition that the speed, take into account the peculiarities of
had already been historically formed and supported by transported cargo and the meteorological conditions.
many scientists. Nevertheless for  giving  by  authors  of Evaluating all the evidence the court concluded that the
definition it is necessary to use concept as "degree of main cause of accidents is that the driver did not keep the
damage". Because in the law and jurisprudence during distance between the vehicles. However, consider the fact
accountability and the solution of problems on scoping that the driver did not slow down the speed approaching
(quantity) degree of damage is mentioned. In other words, to standing on the plaintiff's side of the road.In the
with definition of degree it is possible to define degree of judicial practice the issue of liability is solved differently
existence of fault of "victim" and degree of the if a civil offence is committed in the result of an illegal act
respondent (for example, affairs about to take up damage made both by an offender and injured person. In such
which done from the point of view of high danger, public cases the causal relationship is considered in two
officer, organization actions). concepts:

In the judicial practice it is sometimes difficult to
define as a result of what actions of the  party  damage The causal relationship that causes victim’s guilt to
and extent of influence is done to emergence of harm. In release the delinquents’ responsibility; 
other words, though causal relationship is "means" for The causal relationship that does not cause victim’s
exact definition of an offense of the respondent and result guilt to release the delinquents’ responsibility. 
of the done harm, it isn't directed on exact definition of
relationship between action of the applicant and the In the civil law the existence of intentional guilt of the
damage.[4] Not the exact orientation is explained by that injured person always releases the responsibility of a
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person who committed an act. For example, a person falls represent not natural and fictitious education for which
intentionally under the car in order to make away with artificially extends the legal the ability of entitlement .[9]
himself. And if victim’s rough imprudent guilt is The group of proponents of the second theory is actually
determined then anyone who commits an act will have the as legal entity comes to the conclusion that there is no
obligation to compensate the victim for the damage. subject, but only the creation and purpose of the activity.

And so, the causal relationship that took place in the And in the truth, in this situation on the person stands his
structure of civil offence is considered to be one of the property or legal authorized. The group of the third theory
most important elements of the basics of Civil and Law recognizes a legal entity as the exact subject and ,
liability than other elements of the civil tort. The situation therefore, considers that this subject is different from a
to be mentioned is that, according to the general rule, all person with the opportunity to realize their personal
elements of the civil tort are recognized in full as the arbitrary acts. The fourth group includes Iering’s theory
circumstances that would be the basis of bearing of interest. According to this theory as a legal subject is
responsibility, but in some cases it might not be full the owner of interest, which is protected by all law. All
too.[6] For instance, the nonexistence of the guilt, essence persons whose interest is protected by law, according to
of civil law while bearing responsibility. And the causal Iering’s thought, should be subject to the law, of course,
relationship between the illegal act and the guilt is including legal entities.
considered to be the obligatory condition and is In their turn, E. Bogdanov’s view pays our attention,
recognized in the following cases: who announced the legal entity. According to his

An act is happened before the damage according to person and capacity of action is only given to individuals
time; under the law. Respectively, according to article 33 of the
An act causes the damage. Civil Code of Kazakhstan legal entity despite mastery of

It remains to summarise the conclusions reached in persons do not own anything... this requires the
this article: the causal relationship is the obligatory and participation of individuals who have the right of subject .
important base of Civil and Law liability and it is an [10] Based on his theory, the author mentions that a legal
objective connection between two phenomena (causality person when every time involved in the sphere of civil law
and result). reveals that it is necessary to determine not only the legal

One of the special issues of civil rights is a concept subject of legal person as well as the ability of action of
of legal person’s guilt in time to pull responsibility. the exact and the physical person as organ of a legal
Disputable of legal person’s responsibility arises from the entity.
essence of the legal fiction that describes the lack of A legal entity being the subject of civil law has the
mental outlook on his mind and actions. Accordingly, the ability to form and express his freedom. According to our
application of the concept of guilt according to a legal thoughts, the concept that freedom of a legal entity
person who is considered an intelligent and free person related to the freedom of his whole colleagues, the state
with mental glance at his illegal action becomes or the head is still controversial. According to the 37
impossible. articles of the Civil Code of Kazakhstan a legal entity

At the time, B. Cherepakhin made the concept that, relevant documents of the law and documents of a
what issues of legal person theory refrain from scientific constituent assembly has the civil right only through the
research: They should be classified as a problem of legal organs where he works and takes duties. In this
persons’ will-formation and expression in the application connection, the expression of the will on the behalf of the
of their legal and illegal acts... [7]. With the instant legal entity is carried out through representatives who act
appearance of the structure as a legal entity, lawyer thinks on a specific organ or authorization given by that
about the issue that he has the opportunity to recognize authority and trust letter. Of course, one cannot conclude
his freedom. In general, the theory that formed a legal that when making a decision by a legal person, the
entity can be seen dividing into several groups. The first collective, who consists of the amount of the personal
group - the theory of fiction, according to it a legal person freedom of the individual person, formed common
is considered as an artificial structure, "which plays a freedom. Even, if the decision is taken by general meeting
certain role. [8] In this area, O. Joffe gave the following of participants, then such total freedom of the legal entity
idea: Legal persons and therefore are called legal, they will not be formed. If we consider that freedom expressed
are created not by nature but rule of law and they by the team at the same time meets with the freedom of

thoughts, the law capacity may be just given on the legal

rights and duties and do them, with his legal actions legal
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people who constitute a legal entity, including the entity changes the declared freedom  of one side
freedom of managers and staff, then any worker of this discipline and does not follow it, as a result, taking on the
legal person will be expressers of his freedom. It is basis of the fact that the execution of liberty  contradicts
impossible to interchange a legal person with his the initial freedom of legal person; the author gives a
colleagues or other phenomena, in reverse state; it does definition of legal person’s guilt in such a way: Guilt of
not allow considering the legal entity being the owner of legal entity - is intentionally or negligently implemented
a personal right. The only contributor to freedom of the will of legal entity that is different from its declared will
legal person is its sole and as a collegiate body. Here and which led to the failure to take them all possible with
freedom of the body and freedom of the legal entity the necessary care and caution measures than caused
correspond to each other, because it is projected that in breach of contract . [12]
the civil law, the legal entity acts on the edge of his Concluding above mentioned, in identifying legal
competence and his interest. If we unequal an act of legal person’s guilt, we must consider that he is one and
person and authority, then the legal entity itself would go indivisible subject of the legal truth. Because, if every
from the range of civil law and only the authority who acts researcher consider the legal person as an individual, then
on the name of the legal entity would remain. comes to the conclusion that the fault of the legal entity

So, as we mentioned above, one of the parts of legal constitutes its workers’ and administration’s guilt and in
person is considered his organs. Also, during the the civil law these structures are not considered as an
performance of the contingent liabilities one part of the individual subject and they are combined on the concept
legal entity may be his employees. This question is shown of "a legal person".
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